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Patience is a South African penguin. She is small at roughly 6 pounds and approximately 20

inches tall; but at 24 years old, she is the "penguin in charge" of the penguin exhibit at New

Orleans's Audubon Aquarium of the Americas. On August 29, 2005, Hurricane Katrina hits,

devastating the city and surrounding areas with its catastrophic winds and flooding. The

aquarium is severely damaged. With no electricity or relief in sight, the temperature in the

aquarium reaches dangerously high degrees, putting the penguins in peril. Patience, and the

18 other penguins, along with some of the other zoo animals, must leave their home and their

favorite human, Tom, the penguin keeper. Tom drives his penguins to Baton Rouge where an

airplane transfers them to the Monterey Bay Aquarium in California. Here the penguins will

recuperate and live until they can return home to New Orleans. After nine long months away

from Tom and their home, the aquarium is finally restored. And Patience, who has been

patient, and her penguins return to New Orleans to a cheering homecoming.
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Cataloging-in-Publication DataPatience knew something was terribly wrong.It was dark and

steamy hot inside her home at AudubonAquarium in New Orleans. Being an African

penguinmeant she was used to a warm climate, but not this warm!

Outside, the weather was dreadful.Hurricane Katrina had batteredNew Orleans. The aquarium

staffwas evacuated because of flooding.The electricity was off everywhere.Inside the penguin

exhibit, the air grewdangerously hotter.Where was Tom, the penguin keeper, with hispail of

sardines? He was always there toscratch her neck and feed her twice a day.Patience tried to

be patient.Outside, the weather was dreadful.Hurricane Katrina had batteredNew Orleans. The

aquarium staffwas evacuated because of flooding.The electricity was off everywhere.Inside the

penguin exhibit, the air grewdangerously hotter.Where was Tom, the penguin keeper, with

hispail of sardines? He was always there toscratch her neck and feed her twice a day.Patience

tried to be patient.



Being the oldest, Patience had to keep all her penguins in line.Fanny was grumpy. Ernie was

snippy. Kohl was red hot.Bunny was jumpy. Amquel was stinky. Voodoo was under aspell.

Rocky was punchy. Satchmo was bored. Dyer was dire.Zelda was Zelda. Dennis was a

menace.And Patience tried to be patient.Being the oldest, Patience had to keep all her

penguins in line.Fanny was grumpy. Ernie was snippy. Kohl was red hot.Bunny was jumpy.

Amquel was stinky. Voodoo was under aspell. Rocky was punchy. Satchmo was bored. Dyer

was dire.Zelda was Zelda. Dennis was a menace.And Patience tried to be patient.

Just as she headed into her little cave, a flashlight blinkedaround the corner. “One . . . two . . .

three . . . four . . .five . . . six . . .” Then, “. . . sixteen . . . seventeen . . . eighteen . . .”It was Tom!“. . . 

and Patience makes nineteen. Oh, thankgoodness you are all okay! We’ve got to getyou out of

here. I’m just not sure how.”Just as she headed into her little cave, a flashlight blinkedaround

the corner. “One . . . two . . . three . . . four . . .five . . . six . . .” Then, “. . . sixteen . . . seventeen . . . 

eighteen . . .”It was Tom!“. . . and Patience makes nineteen. Oh, thankgoodness you are all

okay! We’ve got to getyou out of here. I’m just not sure how.”

Patience didn’t let Tom out of her sight.He offered her some sardines, but she felttoo nervous.

He did what he could to makethings cooler.Patience tried to be patient.Patience didn’t let Tom

out of her sight.He offered her some sardines, but she felttoo nervous. He did what he could to

makethings cooler.Patience tried to be patient.

Paul K., “Five Stars. My grandson loves it, that's all that matters to me!”

leen, “Great children's book. Fantastic book my little one loves it.”

Rich R, “Five Stars. Great book for the kids”

D. Fowler, “This is a charming story of what happened to the Audubon Aquarium penguins

during Hurricane Katrina young children will love .... Patience looked a tad worried as she

looked around the aquarium from her perch on top of a rock. Well, maybe a lot worried. She

was an African penguin and was used to hot weather, but this time it was different. The

Audubon Aquarium in New Orleans was flooded and the "aquarium staff was evacuated

because of the flooding." It was dark, terribly hot, and Tom, the penguin keeper and his

sardines, were nowhere to be found. Patience wasn't the only penguin facing this terrible

dilemma.There was Fanny, Ernie, Kohl, Bunny, Amquel, Voodoo (who was "under a spell"),

Rocky, Stachmo, Dyer, Zelda, Dennis and many others. Patience was the oldest and had to

keep them all in line, but was she patient enough to do it? It was dark and it was getting hotter

by the minute when all of a sudden there was a beam from a flashlight. It was Tom! He set up a

fan and brought them sardines. Patience snuggled up in his lap as the other penguins

clustered around. It looked like they all would have to leave the aquarium, but where could they

go?This is a charming story of what happened to the Audubon Aquarium penguins during

Hurricane Katrina children will love. Of course the main character is Patience, the "penguin in

charge" and oldest penguin at the aquarium. The aquarium was heavily damaged and once the

waters subsided they were going to be relocated to the Monterey Bay Aquarium in California.
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The artwork is delightfully expressive and very appealing. Young children will be rooting for

Patience and all the other penguins as they safely make their way out of the aquarium. There's

an interesting historical note about Hurricane Katrina and the fate of the Audubon Aquarium in

the back of the book. Do they ever return home? You'll just have to read this tale to find out!

This book courtesy of the publisher.”

DiapersandDaydreams, “The penguins liked the new aquarium too and had fun there. Patience

is a South African penguin living at the NOLA Audubon Aquarium of the Americas. The

Aquarium was severely damaged by Hurricane Katrina, and many animals were put in peril as

the power was out for quite some time, including Patience the Penguin and other 18 penguins.

This is the story of Patience at the Aquarium with her other penguin family and friends when

the storm (Hurricane Katrina) hit New Orleans. From Patience’s point of view we learn that they

lost power and the inside of the aquarium got hot and dark. The penguins were all flown out

live at a different aquarium in California until theirs was fixed and they could return home to

working conditions. The penguin keeper, Tom, was a man who fed Patience, and told her she

would be okay and that he would bring her home when we could. The penguins liked the new

aquarium too and had fun there! Tom flew on the airplane with Patience when he brought her

home 9 months later. Patience was so happy to be home!I worked in the Gulf states following

the oil spill, New Orleans among other places, so I know this Aquarium well and grew to love

all of the people and places in the area. The Authors note tells us the story of Fed Ex paying for

the penguins’ flight home and the band welcoming them with “When the Saints Go Marching

In” on the runway. This is a very heartwarming tale that should strike a cord with anyone who

watched and prayed for the people affected by the storm. We tend to forget there was a great

effect on animals, who could not fend for themselves, and it was encouraging to hear a story

about humanity, about the do-gooders who took animals safety into their own hands, or people

that were there to give money or time and celebrated their triumphant return home. Read more

at www.diapers-and-daydreams.com !”

Mr G.Kinney, “Best birthday gift ever!. My son had been asking for this book for a while as well

as meeting a real penguin. So I ordered this book for his birthday in addition to ordering him

backstage passes so that he could have a one-on-one with an actual penguin. Upon our arrival

at the backstage penguin event, surprisingly,we were greeted by the author of this book which

is Tom!my son was extremely excited to meet him and he knew all about Tom also to my

surprise. Tom was a great guy as well as very informative about penguins. He was very patient

and answered every single question my son had. over and over my son kept telling me how

much of a great time and a great birthday he has had. Tom even took pictures from his cell

phone to send them to us personally when my phone went dead. He made sure my son as well

as theother participant that was there were treated like royalty and that made the absolute

most to us. The book itself is a great read and it allows you to step back during hurricane

Katrina and remember everything that took place. But it also gives you a different view on

penguins and how patient patience was.reading that book is indeed a real lesson and a

reminder of how we should be patient and great things will come just ask the penguin was in

the book.the pictures are very catching for children and to help keep their attention while

reading and it's a easy read for them as well. I do suggest buying this work and thank you so

much time for impacting our lives the way you did.”

Darya Elle, “It's a sweet, beautifully illustrated story that doesn't preach. Patience is a South



African penguin in a dangerous situation: Hurricane Katrina is threatening her refuge in New

Orleans. Her life (and the lives of her companions) is saved thanks to a competent and

compassionate zookeeper, but Patience has to do her part, too: She has to be patient.It's a

sweet, beautifully illustrated story that doesn't preach, but which contains more than a couple

of lessons for the children to whom it is read: people survive disasters; people help each other;

and sometimes you have to be patient.”

Molly & Ned, “The Sweet Story of Patience the Penguin. What a great character! I loved

reading the story of Patience and her penguin pals' rescue after Hurricane Katrina. The tale

was new to me so I appreciated the Author's Note too.”

The book by Lisa Anchin has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 17 people have provided feedback.
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